
50 Minute Fixes To Improve Your Riding
Are you looking to enhance your horseback riding skills? Whether you're a
beginner or an experienced rider, there are always areas where you can improve.
In this article, we have compiled 50-minute fixes that can significantly enhance
your riding abilities within a short span of time. So let's dive right in and discover
these techniques that will take your riding to the next level!

1. Proper Posture

One of the fundamental aspects of riding is maintaining proper posture. Your
position in the saddle impacts your balance and communication with your horse.
Set aside 50 minutes to focus on your posture. Ensure that your head is up,
shoulders back, and heels down. Practice sitting tall and aligned with your horse's
movements. A strong and balanced position will improve your stability and
effectiveness as a rider.

2. Developing Core Strength

Your core muscles play a crucial role in riding. They help you maintain stability,
balance, and control while in the saddle. Dedicate 50 minutes to exercises that
target your core, such as planks, Russian twists, and leg lifts. Strengthening
these muscles will directly impact your riding ability. Through regular core
exercises, you will feel more connected to your horse and have greater control
over your movements.
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3. Improving Leg Position

A strong leg position provides security and stability while riding. Spend 50
minutes working on your leg position. Focus on keeping your leg relaxed but in
constant contact with the horse's sides. Ensure your heels are down, and your
lower leg is stable. Practice maintaining this position at all gaits and over various
obstacles. With a solid leg position, you'll be able to effectively communicate and
influence your horse's movements.

4. Steady Hands and Soft Contact

A rider's hands have a significant impact on their horse's performance. Spend 50
minutes working on developing steady hands and maintaining a soft, consistent
contact with your horse's mouth. Practice keeping your hands still, avoiding
excessive movement or tension. Focus on following your horse's mouth, allowing
for clear communication through rein aids. Consistency and trust in your hands
will greatly enhance your riding and your horse's responsiveness.

5. Assured Seat and Independent Aids

An assured seat combined with independent aids is a key component of effective
riding. Dedicate 50 minutes to developing an independent seat, allowing your
seat, legs, and hands to work individually and in harmony. Focus on isolating your
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aids, using each one independently as needed. Work on maintaining balance and
stability while giving clear and precise cues to your horse. An assured seat and
independent aids will result in clearer communication and better overall control.

6. Improving Transitions

Smooth and well-executed transitions are essential for a balanced and
harmonious ride. Take 50 minutes to work on improving your transitions between
gaits, speeds, and movements. Focus on achieving seamless transitions by using
your seat, legs, and hands effectively. Practice upward and downward transitions,
ensuring your horse remains balanced and attentive. Perfecting your transitions
will create a more responsive and connected ride.

7. Building Confidence

Confidence plays a significant role in riding progress. Set aside 50 minutes to
build your confidence in the saddle. Start with exercises or movements within
your comfort zone, gradually pushing your boundaries as you gain more
confidence. Visualization techniques and positive reinforcement can further boost
your confidence. Remember to acknowledge your successes and focus on
enjoying your time with your horse. Confidence will improve your overall riding
experience and lead to greater progress.

8. Practicing Equine Body Language

Understanding and interpreting your horse's body language is essential for
effective communication. Spend 50 minutes observing your horse's behavior and
learning about equine body language. Focus on recognizing subtle cues such as
ear position, tail movement, and facial expressions. Practicing this skill will
improve your ability to respond appropriately to your horse's needs and
intentions.



9. Enhancing Your Eye for Distances

Accurately judging the distance to approaching jumps and obstacles is crucial for
successful jumping. Take 50 minutes to practice enhancing your eye for
distances. Set up ground poles or small fences and observe the distances
between them. Practice riding over these obstacles, focusing on finding a
consistent rhythm. By improving your ability to judge distances, you'll have a
more confident and successful jumping experience.

10. Cross-Training and Fitness

Set aside 50 minutes for cross-training and improving your fitness. Engaging in
activities like yoga, Pilates, or cardio exercises can complement your riding skills.
These exercises help strengthen your muscles, increase flexibility, and improve
overall stamina. By staying fit and incorporating cross-training into your routine,
you'll be able to ride with more ease and endurance.

In , taking just 50 minutes to focus on these areas can lead to significant
improvements in your horseback riding. Prioritize these fixes and incorporate
them into your practice sessions. Remember, progress takes time, patience, and
dedication. So get out there, have fun, and enjoy the journey toward becoming a
better rider!
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5 minutes a day is all the time you need to achieve: • Better balance in the saddle
• Improved body control from head to toe • Increased influence with your seat •
Flawless leg position and subtle aiding • Quieter, softer hands and contact your
horse can trust • Less physical stiffness, tension, and riding-related pain •
Confidence in your ability to communicate with your horse! PLUS, in just 5
minutes you can improve a horse that's: • Unwilling to go forward or "dead" to the
leg • Hollow-backed, high-headed, or above the bit • Heavy on the forehand and
unbalanced • A chronic "puller," "leaner," or "head-tosser"! Start or end your riding
sessions with Wendy Murdoch's 5-Minute Fixes, and you'll be amazed how
quickly you can replace old habits with new ones, get out of your "riding rut," and
transform what you can't do into what you can do…naturally, capably,
comfortably, and consistently alongside a happy riding partner—your horse.
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